
When I was a little, 

I had a monster living under my bed. 

I never saw him. 

But I knew he was there. 

For protection, 

I would bury myself under blankets 

Because even one toe reaching out from underneath my self tested and approved fortuitous would make the monster 

curious enough to slither out from underneath. 

I would shut my eyes 

Because, 

According to the nature of monsters, 

They only appear if you look at them. 

They can’t come out if you don’t open your eyes. 

So I didn't. 

But inside my own body I was haunted by the fear that he was there, 

Under my bed. 

And I couldn't understand why. 

Why the monster would hate me. 

Why I was so afraid. 

To this day, 

I bury myself under blankets 

and I squeeze my eyes shut 

Trying to remember the rules no one taught me about how to defeat a monster too complex to be engulfed by a 

dream catcher.  

Because somehow, 

we let out the monster. 

We peeked. 

We opened our eyes, 

And before we could take it back, 

there it was, 

Worse than we imagined 

because we didn't consider how warm the slime would feel on our skin suffocating us with the constant reminder 

that 

we made him. 

And we feed the monster with chants of greatness, 

not realizing how little manipulation is necessary to form the lips around the word hate, instead of great. 

They must sound very similar when they’re yelled from behind a wall. 

When I was little, 

The monster when away when the sun came up. 



And he vanished with the light and the fairy dust covered my world and I remembered that I had a world. 

I remembered that trees could dance and I remembered I had a fortuitous on my rock and I remembered the 

pavement took me on an adventure and the monster under my bed was nothing. 

He was nothing because I was surrounded by light. 

Then, 

The light always came.  The earth turned on it’s axis and banished the monsters to nothingness. 

So what do we do 

when the monster is already living in the light? 

What force 

could be stronger than light? 

What magic 

could banish this monster to less than a thought? 

What kind of fairy dust 

can knock down a wall  

rooted in the ground by steel chains of hate 

and rubber strands of misunderstanding? 

When I was a kid, 

I had a kid’s monster. 

Now we are adults, 

And we know because we have adult monsters. 

Monsters 

too strong to be destroyed 

with mind tricks and imagination. 

Monsters we dared to look at 

and now must face 

with whatever pixie dust adults have balled up inside their pockets. 
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